2022 BUCKEYE AG TESTING
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Who: Undergraduates pursuing a degree in an agricultural field

When: Spring/Summer 2022

Where: Based out of Troy, Ohio*

*housing options available if necessary

About Buckeye Ag Testing
Founded in 2004, we are a family owned contract research organization specializing in small plot field research in corn, soybeans, and winter wheat in western Ohio.

About Our Internship Program
We offer a hands-on, educational experience conducting field research. Interns are given opportunities to learn about agronomy, current products being used and developed for crop production, research equipment, and research trial execution. Interns will also get the opportunity to meet and interact with industry leaders. On a daily basis, interns may be involved with planting, spraying, seed treatment, soil and plant sampling, data collection, and aerial imagery.

Apply Today!
Send a cover letter and resume to interns@buckeyeagtesting.com.